
Augmentation

A
ll artificers seek to innovate, but few seek to so

literally re-invent themselves as the

augmentation artificers. Sometimes called mad,

these brave individuals seek to push the

boundaries of life itself using magic and

technology. They work to become something

more than what they once were. Something

better, something stronger and more resilient. While there

are those who might call them monsters, and their work

insane, there are always those who fail to embrace progress.

No matter, though. Those who see the truth worth of

augmentation will find its benefits easily, while the scared

and over-cautious will find themselves left behind.

Tools of the Trade
Once you advance far enough to adopt this specialization at

3rd level, you have already become familiar with its key tools.

Proficiencies. You gain proficiency in blacksmith's tools,

and also gain a set from your previous tinkering. Additionally,

you gain proficiency in either Athletics or Acrobatics due to

keeping yourself in top shape for your experimentation.

Crafting. If you craft a magic item that can be worn, such

as boots, gloves, or armors, you take a quarter of the usual

time and expend half the usual resources.

Fragile Mortality
Many artificers who choose to specialize in
augmentation do so because they themselves are
already constructed beings; the specialization is
immensely popular with warforged artificers.

For more... fleshy artificers, the constant self-
improvement can be a bit taxing on their bodies.
Non-warforged artificers who choose this
specialization can replace the tool proficiency in
Tools of the Trade with a healer's kit, and the skill
proficiency with Medicine. Your DM might
encourage you to do so, given the copious
amounts of self-surgery necessary in your study.

Augmented Spells
Beginning when you reach 3rd level, you always have certain

spells prepared as part of your mastery of augmentation.

These spells do not count against your normal number of

spells prepared, and even if a listed spell is not on the artificer

spell list, it is considered an artificer spell for you. See the

following table for the levels at which you gain these spells.

Augmented Spells
Artificer Level Spells

3rd absorb elements, burning hands

5th dragon's breath, web

9th life transference, vampiric touch

13th fire shield, sickening radiance

17th antilife shell, Rary's telepathic bond

Self-Improvement
Also at 3rd level, you begin to understand the rudimentary

processes for augmenting yourself and enhancing your

abilities. You learn two of the augments listed at the end of

this document. You learn an additional augment at 6th, 10th,

14th, and 18th level. Each augment you know can be used

only in a single body part at a time, unless the augment

allows you to learn it multiple times. You can switch one of

the augments you know for another you meet the

requirements of whenever you gain a level in this class.

To install an augment, you must work over the course of a

long rest, using your tinker's tools and the tools from your

Tools of the Trade feature to implant the augment into one of

your body parts. Each body part can hold up to 2 augments at

once. You may only have a single Greater augment at a time.

The available body parts are your head, your torso, your left

arm, your right arm, your hands, your legs, and your feet.

Each augment details its form and shape, how visible it is,

and any requirements that must be met to use it. An augment

stops functioning if the body part it is installed in is 50% or

more removed or destroyed, even if you survive the removal.

Thus an arm augment will cease functioning if your forearm

is severed, even if the rest of the arm remains intact.

Quickened Repairs
At 6th level, you learn the mending cantrip, or another

artificer cantrip if you already know it. Once per short rest,

you can cast this cantrip on yourself to regain 2d8 hit points.

This increases to twice per short rest at 14th level.

Additionally, whenever you expend hit dice over the course

of a short rest, you can use the mending cantrip to add your

Intelligence modifier to the number rolled, rather than your

Constitution modifier.

Advanced Enhancements
Beginning at 14th level, your heavily augmented nature has

made you into something more. You gain resistance to poison

and necrotic damage, and become immune to nonmagical

poisons and diseases. You ignore any drawbacks of old age.



Augmentations
You learn two of the following options at 3rd level, and then

an additional option at 6th, 10th, 14th, and 18th levels. Each

augment is further defined as to the following criteria.

Type. The available body parts the augment can be

installed in, as well as if it is a Greater augment or not.

Visibility. All augments can always be seen while in use.

Invisible augments cannot be seen otherwise, while

visible augments can be seen if not covered by clothing or

armor. Blatant augments are impossible to conceal.

Alchemical Injector
Prerequisites: 6th level

Type: Torso

Visibility: Visible

This augment is a simple slot at your waist hooked up to a

network of injection sites. As a bonus action, you can use the

augment to regain 2d4+2 hit points. This injection recharges

after a short rest.

You can also choose to insert other potions as well. The

process of inserting a potion takes a minimum of 1 minute

and must be done while seated, stationary, and in an area in

which you can see clearly. If a potion vial has multiple doses,

you may only have a single dose inserted at a time.

The next time you use this augment after inserting a

potion, you immediately gain the benefits of the inserted

potion. If you still have a use of the healing effect remaining,

you also heal for 2d4+2 as normal. The inserted potion is

then consumed and you cannot gain that benefit again unless

you insert an additional potion.

Artificial Respirator
Type: Head

Visibility: Blatant

This augment allows you to breathe freely while

underwater through a set of artificial gills and filters. You also

double the length of time you can hold your breath, and

become immune to non-magical poisonous gases. You gain

advantage on saving throws against other, magical gases

(such as cloudkill).

Built-In Bulwark
Type: Arm

Visibility: Visible

This augment secrets a small shield around your arm. This

shield can be activated as a bonus action so long as that hand

is not holding any other object.

Once activated, the augment folds out into a shield which

cannot be disarmed. While this shield is activated, you can

cast the shield spell once without expending a spell slot. This

ability recharges after a short rest.

For the purposes of abilities such as those given by the

Shield Master feat or the Defender fighting style, the Built-In

Bulwark only qualifies as a shield while active and deployed.

Elemental Wings
Prerequisites: 14th level

Type: Torso or Feet (Greater)

Visibility: Blatant

This augment is composed of two generators on your back

or ankles, which can be used to project elemental magic from

either the Plane of Air or the Plane of Fire. You can activate

and de-activate these generators as an action - while

activated, they grant you a flying speed of 60 feet.

Enchanter's Plate
Type: Hands or Feet

Visibility: Visible

This augment is a simple metal plate embedded into your

hands or feet, which allows for them to serve as the target for

certain spells and Artificer Infusions. This option may be

taken twice, once for the hands and once for the feet.

In the hands, these plates grant you proficiency in your

unarmed strikes, which deal 1d6 bludgeoning damage and

have the Light and Finesse properties. Furthermore, you can

choose to target your hands instead of a weapon for artificer

spells such as arcane weapon and Infusions such as Ehanced

Weapon or Replicated gloves of thievery. Only one spell and

one Infusion may be in effect at any time.

In the feet, these plates increase your movement speed by

5 feet, and allow Artificer Infusions such as Boots of the

Winding Path or Replicated boots of elvenkind. Only one

Infusion may be in effect at any time.

Energy Vent
Type: Hands or Feet

Visibility: Invisible

This augment implants powerful arcane reactors in the

palms of your hands or the soles of your feet. This option may

be taken twice, once for the hands and once for the feet.

In the hands, this augment allows you to cast the eldritch

blast cantrip. In the feet, it allows you to use your action once

per long rest to cast the levitate or jump spell on yourself.

Heartguard
Type: Torso

Visibility: Invisible

This augment allows you to better ensure your safety in

combat. As a reaction to dropping below 0 hit points, you can

choose to instead drop to 1 hit point and gain temporary hit

points equal to triple your Intelligence modifier for 1 minute.

Additionally, whenever you fail a death saving throw, you

can choose to succeed instead. You can use each of these

abilities once per long rest.

Freedom of Invention
The specific way in which any of these augments
work is up to you and your DM. A human artificer
might create a Grapple Line using a grappling hook
fired from a compartment on the arm. A warforged
artificer may simply have the augment shoot their
hand out to serve as the hook.

Once again, there are distinct differences
between those artificers who are already magical
constructs, such as warforged, and their flesh-and-
blood counterparts. What might be a simple device
to a warforged or constructed artificer could be
much more... disturbing on a non-constructed
artificer.



Grapple Line
Prerequisites: 6th level

Type: Arm

Visibility: Visible

This augment functions as an extendable cable for

climbing, hauling, or grappling. As an action, you can

disengage the locks of the cable and throw it up to 30 feet

away. The end will attempt to attach to nearby anchor points

and will then become climbable. The end of the line is affixed

to your arm.

This cable can support double the weight of a fine silk rope

and can be used by multiple creatures. Once you come within

one foot of the end of the line, it will retract to you. While

active, you can't hold or use items with the hand of that arm.

Alternatively, you can use the line to attempt to grapple a

foe. In this case, you must make a ranged spell attack against

the creature. On a hit, the creature is restrained by the line

and dragged five feet towards you. This dragging continues at

the beginning of both your turn and the creature's until the

creature is held at your position. The creature may make an

Acrobatics or Athletics check against your spell save DC at

the end of each of its turns, breaking free on a success.

Might Enhancer
Prerequisites: 6th level

Type: Arms* (Greater)

Visibility: Blatant

This augment empowers you with greater physical power

and weight. Your Strength score becomes 16, unless it is

already 16 or higher. In that case, your Strength score

increases by 2, to a maximum of 20.

Additionally, this augment takes up one augmentation spot

for each arm, but otherwise only counts as a single augment.

Pillars of the World
Prerequisites: 14th level

Type: Legs (Greater)

Visibility: Blatant

This augment is a set of exo-suit legs that enhance your

speed, jump height, and other movement capabilities. If your

legs are disabled, this augment allows you to walk as normal

again. It also replaces the effects of Seven-League Legs while

installed.

While installed and active, the exo-suit gives you the

following benefits:

You increase your speed by 15 feet and gain a swimming

and climbing speed equal to your new walking speed.

You double your carrying capacity and jump height.

You have advantage on checks and saving throws to avoid

falling prone, and you can stand up from being prone

without expending any movement.

You can take the Dash and Disengage actions as bonus

actions on your turn.

Once per long rest, you can use an action to cast freedom

of movement on yourself. This spell lasts for 1 minute.

Quickness Enhancer
Prerequisites: 6th level

Type: Arms* (Greater)

Visibility: Blatant

This augment empowers you with greater speed and

finesse. Your Dexterity score becomes 16, unless it is already

16 or higher. In that case, your Dexterity score increases by 2,

to a maximum of 20.

Additionally, this augment takes up one augmentation spot

for each arm, but otherwise only counts as a single augment.

Seven-League Legs
Prerequisites: 6th level

Type: Legs

Visibility: Visible

This augment enhances your legs with arcane runes and

power cables of magical energy, allowing you to drastically

increase your speed. While installed, your movement speed

increases by 10 feet, and you can take the Dash and

Disengage actions as bonus actions on your turn.

Thoughtguard
Prerequisites: 14th level

Type: Head

Visibility: Invisible

This augment is a set of magically enhanced wards

implanted around your head and neck. You gain resistance to

psychic damage and have advantage on saving throws against

spells or effects that attempt to read your mind, or cause the

frightened or charmed conditions.

Once per short rest, you can overcharge the augment as a

reaction to taking damage. You then gain advantage on all

concentration checks until the end of your next turn.

Vitality Enhancer
Prerequisites: 6th level

Type: Torso (Greater)

Visibility: Blatant

This augment empowers you with greater resilience and

hardiness. Your Constitution score becomes 16, unless it is

already 16 or higher. In that case, your Constitution score

increases by 2, to a maximum of 20.

Vocal Component Module
Type: Head (Greater)

Visibility: Invisible

This augment modifies your throat and allows you to

greatly expand the power of your voice. You gain proficiency

in either Deception, Performance, or Persuasion and learn

one language of your choice.

Additionally, once per long rest you can choose to forgo the

verbal components of an artificer spell you cast with a spell

slot of 5th level or lower.
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